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2019-09-05

ali is one of the best flawed heroines in irish commercial fiction since rachel walsh in marian keyes ground breaking rachel s holiday
sunday times hyper current hugely relevant irish independent modern and witty emer mclysaght co author of the aisling books so sweet
so funny i loved it marian keyes the glossie influencer awards are fast approaching and ali jones is hell bent on a win and breaking
through 10 000 followers on instagram but when ali inadvertantly leads people to believe she s pregnant she quickly realises that
playing the mummy influencer card could be her ticket to insta success and she s not going to let a small detail like a fake pregnancy get
in her way even if the reappearance of tinder sam who seems determined to take his role of baby daddy seriously makes things a little more
complicated elsewhere on insta shelly devine ireland s biggest influencer and ali s idol is also guarding secrets from her followers and
her husband both ali and shelly have decisions to make but as the night of the glossies draws near will they realise what s important
before they lose what matters most fresh current and thoroughly enjoyable eithne shortall written with heart and humour filter this
peels back the social media mask so many wear as a disguise and reveals the real people beneath cecelia ahern

The Funny Thing About Love

2024-07-04

nell s big dream is finally coming true after months of failing spectacularly to land a job twenty one year old nell has snagged a highly
sought after internship writing for her favourite comedy sketch show punching up even better everyone knows there s a guaranteed job
at the end if you prove yourself but the cutthroat world of television is no laughing matter and nell hasn t banked on there being
another intern to compete against especially one like charlie who is infuriatingly good looking and a total nepo baby gifted the
opportunity by his chief executive father with the odds stacked against her nell vows to do everything she can to out perform him but
as she gets to know charlie she discovers there s more to her workplace rival than meets the eye full of big hearted humour the funny
thing about love is about going all out to achieve your dreams and finding love along the way perfect for fans of the hating game and
the ex talk

Funny You Should Ask

2013-02-01

this oral history of television sitcom writing offers the perspectives of 22 of the best and most prolific early comedy writers how they
broke into the business how they wrote scripts and where they got their ideas what it was like to work on hits and on flops what the
sitcom actors were like how they collaborated with other writers and producers and why they retired are just some of the topics they
speak to the book documents insider knowledge and gives the reader a better understanding of what makes great television comedy the
writers observations about the changes that took place during their long careers help explain why television comedy has evolved so
greatly in recent years

Cure Or Die: A Funny Murder Mystery

2021-06-10

enjoy this fun third in a laugh out loud mystery series by usa today bestselling author jennifer l hart certified process server jackie
parker could do a case study in bizarre human behavior like the time the damaged goods property management team found a man fermenting
his own fecal matter to get high or the angry downstairs tenant who threatened to spit on her and that was just one building in the
miami art district returning to the scene of the crime a year later jackie believes she s ready for anything since the dark prince left the
team she and luke have gone through an amicable divorce maybe just this once she can manage to not land face first in something foul but
what they find in the vacated apartment is far worse than the previous visit now jackie s situation is about to get a whole lot messier
as in attempted murder cue logan buy cure or die and start reading your next hit of damaged goodness today praise for praise for jackie
parker and the damaged goods mysteries difficult to put down kirkus jennifer l hart brings a whole new meaning to family togetherness
night owl reviews a very likable sympathetic savvy and smart heroine gemma halliday new york times bestselling author an addictive
mystery that will have you laughing out loud a brantley a modern mystery with a touch of romance 2 indie girls book reviews

Amusing Amazing Stories

2014-06-14

pleasing inspiring thoughtful stories
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Daddy Do-Funny's Wisdom Jingles

2021-02-04

daddy do funny s wisdom jingles by ruth mcenery stuart published by good press good press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world
literature we issue the books that need to be read each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high
quality digital format

The Summer I Fell for a Billionaire

2020-08-11

what s the one thing that could never happen to a girl like me dating a billionaire especially when he s charming mysterious and just a
little bit of a bad boy my summer is perfectly planned out work hard and study harder between housekeeping shifts at legacy inn i m going
to write the perfect college admissions essay to guarantee my acceptance into harvard there s no time for distractions the problem my
essay sucks i have nothing exciting to write about enter cooper monroe son of an a list movie star and a powerhouse ceo cooper grew
up in the lap of luxury in beverly hills he s been banished to legacy inn for the summer and i m stuck working for him gorgeous famous rich
and never wearing a shirt he s the ultimate distraction he s the last person i should get involved with so why does my heart beat so
fast whenever he s around falling for him is not part of the plan if you like smart and capable heroines extravagant dates and swoony
kisses you will love the summer i fell for a billionaire sara jane woodley s sweet romances are standalone novels set in the world of
legacy inn pick up your copy to start your next adventure

Franklin Kane

2022-10-04

reproduction of the original franklin kane by anne douglas sedgwick

Madly, Deeply

2003-02-01

a sunday times bestseller a waterstones best book of 2022 entertainment a mail on sundays book of the year 2022 alan rickman
remains one of the most beloved actors of all time across almost every genre from his breakout role as die hard s villainous hans
gruber to his heart wrenching run as professor severus snape and beyond his air of dignity his sonorous voice and the knowing wit he
brought to each role continue to captivate new audiences today but rickman s artistry wasn t confined to just his performances
rickman s writing details the extraordinary and the ordinary in a way that is anecdotal indiscreet witty gossipy and utterly candid he
takes us behind the scenes on films and plays ranging from sense sensibility the harry potter series private lives my name is rachel corrie
and many more the diaries run from 1993 to his death in 2016 and offer insight into both a public and private life here is rickman the
consummate professional actor but also the friend the traveller the fan the director the enthusiast in short the real alan rickman here
is a life fully lived all detailed in intimate and characteristically plain spoken prose reading the diaries is like listening to rickman
chatting to a close friend madly deeply also includes a foreword by emma thompson and a selection of rickman s early diaries dating
from 1974 to 1982 when his acting life first began

Cat & Mouse

2019-09-23

in this new york times bestseller two killers one operating in america one in europe believe alex cross is the only worthy opponent in the
deadly game each has planned gary soneji a dying prison escapee is looking for revenge on cross while another insane killer is pursued by
thomas augustine pierce a brilliant and relentless detective who may even be better than cross as the bodies pile up and cross is nearly
murdered in his own home the game of cat and mouse leads to one final trap the body count is high the tension the highest and the two
killers on the loose are watching every move their pursuers make who is the cat and who is the mouse what and where is the final trap
and who survives

Understanding Kids, Play, and Interactive Design

2010-09-04

this book is a way of sharing insights empirically gathered over decades of interactive media development by the author and other
children s designers included is as much emerging theory as possible in order to provide background for practical and technical aspects of
design while still keeping the information accessible the author s intent for this book is not to create an academic treatise but to
furnish an insightful and practical manual for the next generation of children s interactive media and game designers key features provides
practical detailing of how children s developmental needs and capabilities translate to specific design elements of a piece of media serves
as an invaluable reference for anyone who is designing interactive games for children or adults detailed discussions of how children
learn and how they play provides lots of examples and design tips on how to design content that will be appealing and effective for
various age ranges accessible approach based on years of successful creative business experience covers basics across the gamut from
developmental needs and learning theories to formats colors and sounds
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Daily Graphic

2017-07-18

jamie maddox is worried about her grip on reality has her consciousness really been transported back to 1560 landing in the body of
blanche nottingham not good since blanche a lady in waiting for queen elizabeth i is plotting a murder the other possibility that jamie
faces she s had a psychotic break that has trapped her in an elizabethan fantasy while another personality let s call her blanche has
taken control of jamie s life and is jeopardizing everything jamie is repeatedly zapped back and forth between the present and 1560 or in
and out of that twisted fantasy betrayal murder thunderstorms and two doctors complicate everything as jamie and blanche battle
to control jamie s body just as jamie is running out of both hope and time help and love come from a most unexpected place

Led by Faith (EasyRead Super Large 18pt Edition)

2015-11-05

whatever your taste this collection of food related stories from the multiple award winning bethlehem writers group has all the
ingredients to satisfy your reading palate our menu includes twenty seven appetizing enjoy these delectable offerings from our talented
authors all have honed their recipes to create sweet funny and strange tales to savor

Spark

2023-09-05

light in bandaged places shows us the harm done when an older man in a position of power convinces a child that sex with him is alright
because he loves her this poignant story takes us through the long term wounding of such abuse and the multifaceted path of healing as
a lonely girl coming of age in the 1970s liz has every reason to believe her 8th grade teacher is in love with her because the sex isn t
physically violent and is wrapped in a message of love she learns to exchange sex for attention it feels like love after all but years
later as an adult emotional closeness eludes liz even after marrying a sensitive caring man she is walled off struggling through
confusing years she believes something is deeply wrong with her healing begins when an unexpected event takes liz back to those formative
years and she sees for the first time that what happened to her was not love but trauma as she begins to understand how her
relationship with her former teacher destroyed her innocence and self worth she begins a spiritual and psychological journey that sets
her free now a meditation teacher and buddhist practitioner liz offers her story in hope of helping others along their own paths of
discovery and healing

A Readable Feast

2016-10-14

how can teachers make their literacy classrooms a place of joy fun caring and passion are the keys to a shame free healthy classroom
that nurtures students in mind body and spirit full of simple strategies and activities for building community this practical book is
committed to promoting strong literacy skills it illustrates concrete ways to build mindful classrooms where students are free to
speak with compassion write with conviction and read with joy

Light in Bandaged Places

2019-04-04

one quirk of fate can send life spiralling in the most unexpected direction a young girl loses her mother when a block of ice falls from the
sky a woman wins the jackpot twice a man is struck by lightning four times coincidence or something more things that fall from the sky is
the tale of three lives that are changed forever by random events but it is also a meditation on the endurance of love the passage of
time and the pain of loss selja ahava one of finland s best loved novelists weaves these stories together in an unforgettable one of a
kind fable about the twists and turns that can define a lifetime

Teaching with Humor, Compassion, and Conviction

2023-05-02

a kaleidoscopic study of rainer werner fassbinder melodrama biography cold war thriller drug memoir essay in fragments and mystery
thousands of mirrors is cult critic ian penman s long awaited first full length book a kaleidoscopic study of rainer werner fassbinder
written over a short period in the spirit of rwf who would often get films made in a matter of weeks or months thousands of mirrors
presents the filmmaker as penman s equivalent of what baudelaire was to benjamin an urban poet in the turbulent seeds sown messy era
just before everything changed beautifully written and extraordinarily compelling echoing the fragmentary works of roland barthes and
emil cioran eduardo galeano and alexander kluge this story has everything sex drugs art the city cinema and revolution

Things that Fall from the Sky

2013-04-23

perhaps no twentieth century writer was so observant and elegant a chronicler of his times as truman capote whether he was profiling
the rich and famous or creating indelible word pictures of events and places near and far capote s eye for detail and dazzling style made
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his reportage and commentary undeniable triumphs of the form portraits and observations is the first volume devoted solely to all the
essays ever published by this most beloved of writers from his travel sketches of brooklyn new orleans and hollywood written when he
was twenty two to meditations about fame fortune and the writer s art at the peak of his career to the brief works penned during the
isolated denouement of his life these essays provide an essential window into mid twentieth century america as offered by one of its
canniest observers included are such celebrated masterpieces of narrative nonfiction as the muses are heard and the short nonfiction
novel handcarved coffins as well as many long out of print essays including portraits of isak dinesen mae west marcel duchamp
humphrey bogart and marilyn monroe among the highlights are ghosts in sunlight the filming of in cold blood preface to music for
chameleons in which capote candidly recounts the highs and lows of his long career and a playful self portrait in the form of an
imaginary self interview the book concludes with the author s last written words composed the day before his death in 1984 the
recently discovered remembering willa cather capote s touching recollection of his encounter with the author when he was a young man
at the dawn of his career portraits and observations puts on display the full spectrum of truman capote s brilliance certainly capote
was as somerset maugham famously called him a stylist of the first quality but as the pieces gathered here remind us he was also an
artist of remarkable substance

Fassbinder Thousands of Mirrors

2009-02-19

extraordinary faith and i m not wonder woman is authored by sheila walsh and bundled into a 2 in 1 collection

Portraits and Observations

2011-09-13

the films of john waters b 1946 are some of the most powerful send ups of conventional film forms and expectations since luis bu uel
and salvador dali s un chien andalou in attempting to reinvigorate the experience of movie going with his shock comedy waters has been
willing to take the chance of offending nearly everyone his characters have great dignity and resourcefulness taking what s different or
unacceptable or grotesque about themselves heightening it and turning it into a handmade personal style the interviews collected here
span waters s career from 1965 to 2010 and include a new one exclusive to this edition waters began making films in his hometown of
baltimore in 1964 demonstrating an innate talent at capturing the hideous and crude and elevating it to art he reached international
acclaim with his outrageous shock comedy pink flamingos this landmark film redefined cinema and became a cult classic appearing in this
and many of waters s early films his star divine would consistently challenge gender definitions with polyester waters entered the
mainstream the film starred divine as an unhappy housewife who romances a former teen idol played by tab hunter waters s commercial
breakthrough hairspray told the story of baltimore s televised sock hop program the corny collins show and how one brave girl ricki
lake used her platform as a dancer to end segregation in her town from serial mom and pecker to cecil b demented waters continued to
infiltrate the mainstream with his unique approach to filmmaking as a visual artist he was given a retrospective at the new museum of
contemporary art in 2004 which was shown at galleries around the world

Walsh 2in1 (Extraordinary Faith/I'm Not Wonder Woman)

2023-02-06

i cannot imagine happiness without this man by my side if he is not nearby i lose calmness i need to see him as i m feeling so bad you wake up
anxious you are anxious at the office too you talk to the people but anxiety remains later in the evening you are anxious at home too
everything turned into chaos your heart beats stronger at the only thought about him your thoughts quickly develop and you
already imagine your next date you suddenly postpone any other engagements just to see him and to make your agenda free suddenly you
are not interested in meeting other men now you are focused only on him you wonder what to do in order to develop faster your
relationship you try to make him discuss subjects like what he would do in the situation x taking into consideration that you want to
make your relationship special as soon as you can while you think about all this he wonders if it is worth contacting you again
ironically even if you think about serious relationship his reaction is running away i m not feeling ready yet you re amazing girl but i don
t want a serious relationship i was very busy at work and was unable to contact you let s say it directly all these are lies but the
strangest fact is that we women do accept it instead of feeling later abandoned or humiliated it would be better to start from the
beginning again it is high time to put an end to this vicious circle if he does not treat you well do not try to hide this thing and realize
this in order to have the possibility to change the things it is true that the process of conquest can never be easy but some advice can
be useful for conquering your man without exaggerating with sacrifices i e in wise way and applying the most efficient techniques so
that you keep the target into your hands i shall present a technique based on step by step system that will help you to achieve
concrete results how to make him believe that the idea of serious relationship development belongs to him your purpose is to make him
commit at the maximum what can you begin with what to do if you failed to make him commit what is the road leading to the man s heart
what men want from women is your man afraid of commitment why do the men fear commitment how to make use of dilemma if the man is
unwilling to commit what you can do if he lost interest in you how to make your man emotionally addicted to you how to understand
if he is being serious or just playing how to be the woman every man wants what to do to make him fancy only you how to make a man
jealous how to transform unrequited love into a true love story what to do when the guy you like stops texting and calling you he
lost interest in you now what how to wake up his interest how to avoid being dependent of him how to increase your charms in order to
conquer a seducer how to make him want to be with you ways to get him to the altar the secret of happy couple relationship how to
offer new forces to your couple in order to increase love how to keep alive couple relationship essential features of healthy love
relationship how to make love relationship long lasting how you can build up long lasting relationship

John Waters

2015-10-20
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the pulitzer prize winning poet and historian recalls his midwestern boyhood in this classic memoir born in a tiny cottage in galesburg
illinois in 1878 carl sandburg grew with america as a boy he left school at the age of thirteen to embark on a life of work driving a milk
wagon and serving as a hotel porter a bricklayer and a farm laborer before eventually finding his place in the world of literature in
always the young strangers sandburg delivers a nostalgic view of small town life around the turn of the twentieth century and an
invaluable perspective on american history

Secrets To Get A Man To Commit And Fall in Love

2020-06-10

hailed as heartfelt and beautiful by usa today hea and unforgettable by usa today bestselling author jamie k schmidt cecy robson s
carolina beach series has everything unbridled passion second chance love millionaire romance and laugh out loud humor all three books
are connected by the close friendships and love they share on beautiful kiawah island in south carolina now all three novels inseverable
eternal and infinite are together in one steamy ebook bundle inseverable callahan is a former army sniper who wants to make an escape
from his past and everything he experienced at war when he inherits a house on south carolina s kiawah island he packs his bags believing
he will finally have the peace and seclusion he craves unfortunately callahan never counted on meeting trinity she is a native who has
returned to kiawah for one last memorable summer with friends before leaving for the peace corps callahan doesn t want to get close
to anyone let alone trinity he finds her perkiness insufferable and her attempts to entice his smile distracting after all he s in kiawah to
leave all feelings behind but when it comes to trinity who feels everything it s hard not to feel something neither expected to fall in love
and no one could have predicted how inseverable they d become eternal after months of bad luck and even worse men luciana diaz just
wants to crawl under the covers and forget the year ever happened her friend has other plans convincing luci to attend a new year s eve
party on the affluent shores of kiawah island luci never expected to have fun she also never expected to wake up next to landon
summers a man she just met unfortunately she soon finds out that this man happens to be the new attorney at her firm after an ugly
separation and even worse divorce landon has no desire to jump into another relationship neither luci nor landon planned on meeting each
other and they definitely didn t plan on love but the new year means a fresh start and eternal possibilities neither can deny infinite hale
wilder and becca shields grew up together on kiawah island they were close in high school but have not seen each other since that
humiliating night long ago when her family caught them on the beach barely clothed he strived to be the best student and the best
athlete and grew into a successful businessman taking the finance world by storm hale is rich powerful and seemingly unstoppable that
is until a company scandal threatens to destroy his reputation and bring down everything he has worked for becca is now a kickass
public relations goddess spinning scandals into gold and launching has beens into superstardom she never expected to see hale again but
when becca discovers hale is in trouble she can t turn her back on the boy who was once her world and the man she never forgot hale
never thought he d have another shot at greatness or with becca now that he has both he won t let either go without a fight

Always the Young Strangers

2008-09-17

writing with the same descriptive flair that has won his novels so much praise wetherell tells the true story of his teenage son s
winning soccer season soccer dad is simultaneously the candid reflections of a devoted father and diehard soccer fan

Carolina Beach (Box Set)

2020-09-08

a special deluxe edition of adam silvera s groundbreaking debut featuring an introduction by angie thomas new york times bestselling
author of the hate u give a new final chapter more happy ending and an afterword about where it all began in his twisty heartbreaking
profoundly moving new york times bestselling debut adam silvera brings to life a charged dangerous near future summer in the bronx in
the months following his father s suicide sixteen year old aaron soto can t seem to find happiness again despite the support of his
girlfriend genevieve and his overworked mom grief and the smile shaped scar on his wrist won t let him forget the pain but when aaron
meets thomas a new kid in the neighborhood something starts to shift inside him aaron can t deny his unexpected feelings for thomas
despite the tensions their friendship has created with genevieve and his tight knit crew since aaron can t stay away from thomas or turn
off his newfound happiness he considers taking drastic actions the leteo institute s revolutionary memory altering procedure will
straighten him out even if it means forgetting who he truly is why does happiness have to be so hard

Soccer Dad

2019-11-25

a cute and funny secret santa gift for a cute and funny friend great cover with a cute and seasonal message 6 x 9 in size 100 blank lined
pages to deface as needed stylish and funny message on the cover buy one for your favorite co worker friend sister mother father son or
just about anyone who enjoys a laugh

More Happy Than Not (Deluxe Edition)

2013-11

each year consists of many seasons each with its own unique appeal besides winter spring summer and fall within the pages of this book
you ll find seasons of life and love sports seasons and even seasons of discovery the multiple award winning bethlehem writers group
llc once again brings you stories that span a range of genres readers of mystery romance humor paranormal children s literary popular
and women s fiction will all find something to love no matter your favorite season you re sure to discover a tale to amuse and delight
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praise for once around the sun beautiful voices gorgeous writing fresh and vibrant and compelling and irresistible this collection of
stories each one a gem is a real treasure dip in and try one lounging by the shore or curled up by the fire you ll find a perfect story for
every season hank phillippi ryan agatha anthony macavity and mary higgins clark award winning author once around the sun escorts its
lucky readers through the seasons we witness winter snows and spring s thaw we feel summer s heat and autumn s chill but the real
journey cuts much deeper an exposing of rich veins of faith humor friendship and love once around the sun follows the cycles of our
world and lives a trip navigated by voices you won t soon forget curtis smith author of beasts men and witness once around the sun
proves the short story is alive and well cover to cover it is packed with delightful insightful and exciting short stories what a
treasure perfect weekend reading rebecca forster usa today bestselling author of the witness series and other thrillers this collection
has a cosmic range of genres styles and matters of the heart that matter pets sports hobbies preserves reserves heroes villains mentors
ghosts lovers haunted and haunting it sticks to the soul geoff gehman author of the kingdom of the kid the bethlehem writers group llc
is a community of mutually supportive fiction and nonfiction writers who meet regularly in bethlehem pennsylvania to study and perfect
their craft

Have A Sweet Christmas

2022-09-27

dare you read our latest sweet funny and strange anthology the bethlehem writers group is pleased to present this collection of tales
of mystery and intrigue the latest in its award winning series of sweet funny and strange anthologies from classic whodunnits to tales
of the unexplained each of the twenty three stories contained herein have an element of mystery that will keep you guessing and wanting
to read just one more story we re thrilled to have old friends but new members of bwg join us this year award winning author debra h
goldstein favors us with a mystery set among volunteers at a synagogue entitled death in the hand of the tongue while sense memory by
the multi talented paula gail benson brings a delightful mix of mystery and the paranormal that helps a young couple find their way to
each other in addition we are happy to bring you the winning stories from two of our annual short story award competitions good cop
bad cop by trey mcdowell 2021 winner and the tabac man by eleanor ingbretson 2022 winner this is the second time that ms ingbretson
has won our short story award competition you ll also find stories from your favorite bwg authors including courtney annicchiarico
jeff baird peter j barbour a e decker marianne h donley ralph hieb daniel krippene jerry mcfadden emily p w murphy christopher d ochs dianna
sinovic kidd wadsworth paul weidknecht and carol l wright so get ready to be mystified or intrigued

Once Around the Sun

2013-05-01

the wire thin line that separates movies rated pg and r has been crossed over so many times in both directions that industry observers
are questioning whether the rating system carries any validity at all as a movie reviewer for more than thirty years and as a watchful
caretaker parent author chris hicks learned pretty quickly that hollywood movers and shakers like to push the envelope as they put it
and it doesn t seem to matter whether it s a children s film or an adult movie it s not just r rated movies that are troubling pg 13s and
even pgs can also be problematic and sometimes worse than problematic simply put relying on the motion picture association of america
to make choices for you or your children is a mistake breaking down the history of the film rating system and exploring today s ratings
confusion and quagmire hicks provides valuable information to help parents know how to interpret and what to expect from today s
movies

An Element of Mystery

2016-12-14

the best christmas presents are those that touch the heart

Has Hollywood Lost Its Mind?

2005

life is full of beginnings of hope adventure family and love this story takes us on a beautiful often witty and heartwarming journey
through life living among wonderful people breathtaking locations and often harsh reality and discovery in a life filled with love and
hope

No�l's First Christmas

2021-12-01

don t date your students single fathers it s an obvious rule it leads to complications and it s a rule i ve never broken nor even been
tempted to break i mean for one thing i don t date not for lack of trying but i m just too damaged my heart is too broken riley kerr
however isn t my student she s in second grade and she s the sweetest most darling young girl i ve ever met so when my path begins
crossing her father s it s complicated rory kerr is handsome rough hewn solitary but such a kind and loving father and not the father of
one of my students he s not really off limits except that of my broken heart which he seems to just effortlessly mend piece by piece
without even realizing it the holidays are approaching and i usually spend them with my dysfunctional family back in colorado it s not
something i look forward to but they re all i have so my christmases are always spent there with them this year the blooming something
between rory and me has me wondering maybe this year i ll be spending christmas in connecticut
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Remembrance

1897

kira banks far prefers plants to people after a heartbreaking affair she lives alone in the beautiful italian bella terra valley but her
peaceful existence is shattered forever when restless self made billionaire stefano albani arrives home by helicopter notoriously
charming but weary of worldly women stefano is fascinated by cautious shy kira this seduction will be unforgettable however his
polished routine goes awry could it be that the tycoon who can have anything or anyone he wants might need someone for the very first
time kira

Christmas in Connecticut

1883

in this impressive debut collection of short stories we are taken to the heart of the places and times in which these tales are spun from
sicily to new mexico palestine the arctic and the high seas each story conjures with almost cinematographic intensity the dilemmas and
dramas its characters must face knit from kernels of historical truth these stories explode through fictional imagination that is
passionately unwound in a narrative voice that is never less than gripping
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Donahoe's Magazine

2016-11-18

Master of Bella Terra

1894
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